The Beginner’s Guide to PPC
Advertising
The Insider’s Complete Resource For Everything PPC Agencies Won’t Tell You
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Welcome to the Beginner’s Guide To PPC.
Whether you're a small business owner, a marketing professional brushing up on digital techniques, or a
student, this guide will serve as a comprehensive resource for understanding the strategy behind profitable
AdWords or Bing Ads campaigns.



This guide goes through the entire advertising process, from initial keyword research to analyzing data from
results. We
 place an emphasis on strategy - the why - over the how. We'll use an imaginary client - Anya's
Organic Juices - and the entire example AdWords campaign is available as a free download so you can work
with it yourself.

This guide is completely, totally free.
We like free things. We don’t even like giving out our email for free things. So we’re not going to ask you to either!
Gatekeeping isn’t cool.

Who's behind this guide? Do you know what you're talking about?
We hope so! We're Gil & Anya. We own a search marketing company, Discosloth. We're an official Google
Partner and certified in all the usual: AdWords, Analytics, Display, etc. We've managed millions of dollars of
ads for clients in every continent (except Antarctica: know anybody there?) We hope you'll find this guide
useful. (Learn more about us if you want!)

You can find the online version at www.discosloth.com/beginners-guide-to-ppc.
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Chapter 1: What To Know Before You Start PPC
1.1 How does this guide work?
We will spend the first two chapters going over strategy. Beginning
in Chapter 3, we'll dig into the actual nuts and bolts of putting a
campaign together.

We’re going to go through the entire campaign process, from keyword research to performance analysis,
using an imaginary client Anya’s Organics.
Anya’s Organics is a small Californian juice company that bottles their own juice. They currently sell in
stores, but they recently built an ecommerce website to start expanding across the entire West Coast
(where all the hippies are). We’ll help Anya’s Organics implement their campaign, and by following along
you’ll learn how to do just the same!

The Beginner’s Guide To PPC Advertising will teach you all of the basic thought processes required to set up
an efficient, optimizable, and profitable pay-per-click campaign.
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This guide isn’t about which buttons to click and interface panels to open. It’s not going to tell you specific
processes like how to filter data by campaign name, for example. You can just Google things like that.

It’s like playing baseball. Anyone can pick up a bat and learn how to hit a ball. But how do you win a game?
Just having technical skill gets you nowhere. Strategy and psychology is the crucial element behind a
winning team.

In this guide, we’re going to talk more about the strategy and psychology behind a profitable PPC campaign.
If you’re just searching for setup instructions, there are plenty of them created directly by Google, which we
link to in our resource chapter.

PPC (pay-per-click) is a tool that helps you get in front of your customers. You can use it to promote your
business, sell your services, increase brand awareness or just get more traffic to your website or app...or even
your offline grocery store.

We’ll use an imaginary client as an example throughout this entire course. You can download the campaign
we’ll be using as an example to follow through. To do that, create a free AdWords account. Second,
download the AdWords Editor. The editor will allow us to import our training campaign into your AdWords
account. You can find the instructions on how to do it on Google's support site.

1.2 What Is PPC and How Does It Work?
PPC advertising is the way in which companies display their ads in search engines and other platforms. The
most effective ads show when a user is searching for their products or services, or for other closely related
search queries.

PPC stands for “pay per click”. It means that the advertiser pays only when someone clicks directly on the ad.
It’s a easy way of getting users to your website, without waiting for your website to be visible organically.
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The most known PPC “providers” are search networks, like Google, Bing, Baidu, Yandex, Facebook, or
Instagram.

In a nutshell, advertisers bid in an auction for ad placement. Your position in the searches is based on your
bid (how much you’re willing to pay for a click) and on your ads & website’s relevancy (aka Quality Score).

Google and the other leading search engines have an automated algorithm that is basically an invisible
auction. The higher your bid, the higher position in the searches you get. The only difference is that Google is
also attributing a Quality Score to all of your keywords. So the final formula that calculates your position (Ad
Rank) is: Bid x Quality Score = Rank.
The benefit is that even with a lower bid, as long as you have good ads and a website that’s highly targeted
to your audience, you can get a better position than someone with higher bids.

The Quality Score is an estimation of the quality of your ads, keywords and landing page on a scale of 1-10. It
will look at expected clickthrough rate, ad relevance, and landing page experience to determine your score.

1.3 Can I do PPC for my own business?
Of course! But it doesn’t matter if you’ve decided to do it yourself, or hire an agency or a freelancer. If you’re
spending money on PPC, you need to know how paid advertising works and how your campaign should look
like. This course should guide you through the process of creating a campaign from scratch, but most of all it
will help you understand the logic behind it. Setting up campaigns is not just clicking different buttons and
adding the first keywords that come to your mind and seem relevant. It’s about research and understanding
your customer’s struggles and needs.

At the end of this course, you’ll find a full list of useful resources for
you to use! Have fun with it.

It’s important to understand that PPC (as with any other type of
marketing) cannot be learned by reading a book or watching
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tutorials. It’s a very hands-on process. Tutorials will help you avoid making some major mistakes, but
hopefully this guide will give you enough knowledge so that when you start working with something like
AdWords you can just as easily “figure it out by yourself” without wasting too much money.

That's why we’ve decided to create a real campaign for you and explain every part of its creation, from
keyword research to campaign setup to analyzing the actual results.

1.4 Does my website need PPC?
To be clear, the fact that you’ve created an account and created a good campaign doesn’t guarantee you
will get sales. There are lots of things to consider and think about before you decide to invest in it. Do you
have an existing brand? If no one has ever heard of you, they might not want to spend their money on your
website. The internet is full of scammers and low quality products. How can you stand out from them? There
are a few common reasons why even the best PPC campaign won’t work for you:

●

Your website has bad grammar/empty sections/low quality images/low quality content/buttons
not working, etc.

●

If someone searches for your brand they see bad reviews about you on other websites.

●

Your website is hard to navigate. There are too many options online for users to spend time figuring
out how to use your website.

●

Low page loading speed. You can evaluate your page speed with Google's PageSpeed Insights. Also,
Pingdom will give you very good insights on what is broken.

●

Your website is not optimized for mobile. You can use Google’s Mobile-Friendly Test to check this.
Also make sure you check your mobile
speed too.

Some people forget how important is for
websites to be optimized for mobile. Based on
Statista research, in 2018, 52.2 percent of website
traffic worldwide was generated through mobile
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phones, up from 50.3 percent in the previous year. You know what I’m saying?

1.5 I’m doing SEO, do I still need to spend on paid?
To get the best conversion rates and increase your
brand trust, you need visibility on all channels that
make sense to your business model.

If you have good paid campaigns and no SEO, users
might not trust you, as your online presence is
limited to ads. If you do SEO and no paid advertising,
it might take you forever (possibly years) to get in
front of your clients.

The first thing that’s important to keep in mind: users won’t necessarily see you online once, and buy right
away. Just use your own browsing habits as a reference. Do you ever click on an ad and make a purchase
without any further research? For a brand you’ve never heard about? The answer is most probably NO!

We’ll talk about this in a later chapter, but it’s important to understand the idea of multi-channel attribution. In
short, it helps you see all the channels that users use before they convert on your website.

Someone’s journey might look like this:

For some it’s more like:
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Beyond giving you visibility on multiple channels, SEO helps you create a brand and be useful, informative
and educational. Let’s look at two scenarios.

Let’s say someone came to your website via an ad. They’ve never heard of you before. All you have on the
website is a landing page with a big button saying “Buy Now” and some bullet points saying how awesome
you are.

The second scenario: someone came to your website via an ad. They’ve also never heard of you before. They
get to your website and can see the product they’ve searched for. They see an entire page describing
benefits in detail, maybe even a link to some studies proving what you say. You also have a blog section
where you explain how to use it, or who it won't work for. And then they Google your brand, and they can see
other people writing about their experience of buying the same product from you. This is all a part of SEO!

Can you see how that can increase your conversion rate? And also, why a good paid campaign is not always
enough to get good results?

The third thing to consider is how paid advertising can help your SEO efforts. Paid advertising can help you
quickly test specific keywords, phrases, audiences or even business ideas. Once you see which one works,
you can do more SEO around it, creating content and so on while already knowing that there is demand for
the idea.
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Chapter 2: How People See Advertising
2.1 Why Did We Learn to Ignore Ads?
If you’ve spent any amount of time in the digital marketing world, you’ve probably heard about terms like
“banner blindness” or “advertising blindness”. But what does it actually mean, and how can we fight it?

I have to confess that I create online ads for a living, and I also use
an ad blocker. Who wouldn’t? One of the benefits of using an ad
blocker is that you can see the exact amount of ads that have been
blocked on each page.

Guess how many ads you see while watching a YouTube video?
Maybe five or ten? No, right now Opera is telling me it's blocked 55
ads on just ONE video. We see thousands of ads per day. Long ago
we started, consciously or not, trying to ignore web advertising.
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Ad blindness is the phenomenon of users ignoring every ad they see, or anything that even looks like an
ad. Ad blindness on the internet developed along with the rise of ads themselves. The more you see, the
more you ignore.

It doesn’t mean that, as advertisers, we don’t have a chance. We still have the possibility of gaining visibility.
We just need to understand that as the internet evolves, customers evolve too and are smarter about how it
works. So should our ads. No one likes being told what to do! And we most certainly don’t want to see 55
different companies telling us what to do.

The first thing to remember is that salesy ads don't work anymore.

Users want to be educated, entertained, and informed. Or, they just want to feel something (happiness,
sadness, nostalgia, etc). Whether it’s a video, display ad, or even just a search ad, today’s audiences want to
be given a chance to choose the product by its benefits, and not just which ad can write BUY NOW or CLICK
HERE with a bigger font.

2.2 What are Search ads?

Search advertising ads are placed within a search
engine's results page. They have a similar format as
organic results (unpaid) and are usually on the top (
first 3-4 results) and sometimes a few on the bottom
of the results.

Search ads work based on the search term entered into the search engine. The most popular search engines
are Google, Bing, Yandex, Baidu, Yahoo, and DuckDuckGo.

The benefit of search ads is that you can respond directly to someone’s issues, questions or needs. As
opposed to social media advertising, you don’t have to convince your audience that they need detox juices:
they already know that, and are looking for some to buy.
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2.3 What are Display ads?

Display ads (or display advertising) is a form of online advertising on websites or apps that use image ads,
rich media ads, video ads or text ads. Google’s display advertising reach 80% of global internet users.

Display ads catch users whenever they are surfing online, but not searching for a specific product or service.
Because of this the main goal of display advertising should not be getting clicks, but to drive brand
awareness.

There are multiple ways you can target users via display advertising. One of the most important is
remarketing. Remarketing is used for websites that want to remind previous users about themselves. It can
be used to target users that visited a specific product on your website but didn’t purchase, and "follow them"
around the internet showing the exact product they were interested in.

You can target users based on:

●

their interests and habits

●

what they're actively researching

●

how they've interacted with your business

We won’t cover display ad formats in detail as they change constantly, but you can see more formats on
Google's site.
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2.4 What are shopping ads?
Shopping ads are a type of ads that show more detailed information about the product you sell. Usually
Shopping ads contain an image, price, brand, a title and links directly to the item in your store. The ads are
shown on top of the search engines. It’s not available in all countries, so check the availability before you
start. Most shopping ads are created on Google, although Bing has an option for it too.

Before you start, you’ll need to create a Merchant Center account where you’ll upload all details about the
products you want to advertise. Make sure you follow the guidelines or your product will be rejected.

These type of ads work very well, as they give your
audience a visual aspect of the product before
clicking. The downside is that you cannot target
specific keywords. Google will choose what search
queries you ads will appear for based on the
product description and title.

2.5 What are video ads?
Video ads (or video advertising) are mostly known as YouTube ads. They appear when someone is searching
or watching a YouTube video. Instead of per click, you pay for each view. The ads are created via Google
AdWords.

Same as display ads, the benefit of running
YouTube ads is not in getting clicks or sales. It’s
about brand awareness...and possibly annoying
people that just want to listen to some music.

It’s very important to execute video ads correctly, as
users ignore most ads on YouTube. You want to
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make sure you create something that will catch their attention in the first 2 seconds. The approach is different
than TV ads. Since they're skippable (unlike TV ads) they need to be catchy, funny, smart, and speak to a
user's emotions more than anything else. A common fault of YouTube advertisers is going into too much
detail or making a video too long.

Our imaginary client, Anya's Organics, was thinking about a YouTube campaign. They already had a
30-second TV spot produced, but this video wouldn't do well on YouTube. Anya's Organics needs a short,
15-second, inspirational ad with a primary focus on branding rather than sales. Views are extremely cheap
and highly targetable on YouTube, which means someone who sees an Anya's Organics video will also likely
see some search ads later on, as well!

You can also target users that have already visited your website (remarketing), based on specific interests, or
even just a specific channel. You can find specifications for YouTube ads here.
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Chapter 3: Keyword Research & Analysis For PPC
3.1 How the way we search changed
One of the most important parts of any online marketing campaign is keyword research. If you know who
your audience is & how they search for your service, 80% of your work is done.

Together with Google’s continual algorithm updates and the technology used to interpret our search results,
the way we actually use search has drastically changed.

If in 2006 we used keywords to search for information (like typing in
organic juice), now we ask questions and actually talk to the search
engine. Our searches now look more like “where can I buy organic
juice?”
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As it changes, the way to create campaigns and the way we do our research changes too. We don’t just
target our product’s name, but we target people’s questions about what we can offer. This will only continue
to be important as voice search becomes more common.

The research helps you create useful content for your user, but it also helps you choose the right keywords
you need to target for your paid campaigns.

If you’re a lawyer with a focus on gender discrimination, you’d probably think about targeting “gender
discrimination lawyer”, but what you should actually target are searches like: "i got fired for being
pregnant".

3.2 Where to start with research
We’ll use Anya’s Organics campaign as an example. So, we’re a creating a campaign for a website that sells
different types of organic juices.

Since Anya’s Organic is a small company just now entering the world of PPC, our initial budget is $1,500 per
month, targeting the United States. The juices on the website are separated into a few categories: Cleanse
Packs, Cold Pressed Juices, Organic Soft Drinks and Organic Kombucha.

Before we start researching the keywords, we want to have a better understanding of our audience. Who are
buying these products? What else are they interested in? Where do we find these people hanging out? And
very importantly, what is the reason behind them buying this product?
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Before you start, create a document with your main products (category) and a column for all negative
keywords you can find. Ours would look like this:

Cleanse Packs

Cold Pressed
Juices

Organic Soft
Drinks

Organic Kombucha

Negatives

The list will be updated and changed during the research process.

3.3 Tools & Techniques
Google Keyword Planner
The first tool everyone uses in making an AdWords campaign is the Google Keyword Planner. It’s totally free.
Just make sure you use it in an active account with payment details already set up, otherwise the
suggestions you’ll get will be very broad. You can find the tool in your AdWords account.
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The Keyword Planner is a very good way to start your research. It helps get ideas on how users search and
gives you some phrasing variations that you might not have thought about. It also can be a good resource for
negative keywords. Let’s start with researching how people are searching for “Cold Pressed Juices”:

In the example above, we find that some users search for “cold press juicer”. As we are selling juices, not
machines, we don’t want to appear for anyone searching for “juicers” so it goes to our Negative Keywords
column.

“Juice cleanse diet” and “juice cleanse weight loss” are good keywords, but users might be more interested
in information rather than buying a specific product. So the conversion rate will be lower for those searches. If
we have a bigger budget, we might want to create a separate ad group for those so we can track the
performance separately and limit the budget for it. But for now, we’ll wait since those searches seem like
they’re from people looking for education rather than purchasing.

We also notice that users are searching for “3 day juice cleanse”, Make sure you have a specific product for
this, and add these keywords to the Juice Cleanse ad group.

From just one search, we’ve added this to our list:
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Cleanse Packs

Juice
Cleanse Diet
(maybe)

3 day juice
cleanse

juice cleanse
diet

juice cleanse

juice cleanse
weight loss

Cold Pressed
Juices

Organic Soft
Drinks

Organic
Kombucha

Negatives

juicer

best juice
cleanse

Once you’ve got your ideas in the Keywords Planner, Google them!

The first thing to use is Google Auto Suggest. It’s a great place to search for inspiration and to see what
people are searching for. If you're searching for ideas, use an asterisk to get ideas for unknown or variable
words:

Or just use a letter:
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Add every letter from the alphabet at the end of the keywords you are researching:

Now, we have even more info to add to our sheet. We know that we don’t want to appear for ”avenue”,
“vape”, “recipes”, “whole foods” and all the locations that we are not targeting. But we’ve learnt some other
common words that these organic hippies use. Like “organic fruit juice”, “juice cleanse delivery” and more.

By the end of this exercise you’ll have an amazing list of negatives (this is very, very important) and different
variations on how users search.

The second way to use Google is by using the infinite "People Also Ask" boxes for even more ideas.
Even if you cannot use all the
suggestions as your keywords, make sure
your website answers the main questions
users ask. It will help with both your
organic traffic and user trust and
retention. Once someone clicks on your
ad, based on what info they find on your website they’ll decide if they can trust you or not,
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Bing Keyword Planner
Bing is a thing! And it can give you some additional insights on what you’re searching for. You can find it here:

And now you search your product or service. Make sure that you choose your targeting country in the
Targeting section if you want to get better suggestions on the volume and suggested bids.

Answer the Public
Answer the Public is a very useful website, and we really like
the design (maybe this part isn’t helpful for your research...but
we still like it a lot). As they say “Enter your keyword & he’ll
suggest content ideas in seconds.” and you’ll get something
like this:

Research your existing audience
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If you already have existing traffic, we start with Google Analytics data.

If you go to the Audience tab, you can learn more about your demographics. For example, for Anya’s Organic
Juices we can see that our main audience are women aged 25-34:

You might have noticed that we see data for 51% of the total audience. The reason for this is that Google
Analytics can see demographics only if users have already shared it with them, in their Gmail account for
example.

If you don’t see this data, make sure you enable the Demographics and Interests reports.
In your Audience tab (Audience > Interests > Overview) you can see what your users are interested in:

In the same place, you can find info about
which devices your users use, their behavior
and of course their geolocation.

If your website’s main audience are women
aged 25-34, it doesn’t necessarily mean that
they are the best quality audience, and that
you want to create campaigns to target
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them! While this might be the case, you need to look at engagement and conversion rates to see which
audience has the best quality.

And here we realize that even though women aged 25-34 are the most common visitors, they’re not the most
profitable visitors. We actually want to target women aged 35 - 54, as they are far more likely to purchase
your product.

Keep in mind that this data is informational, you should not base your decision on that only as it might show
you only half of the picture

Google Search Console
Google Search Console is a tool used to track your organic searches. If you have it linked to your Google
Analytics account, then you can see the results directly there.

If you don’t have Google Search Console, integrate it
with your site and wait for a few days (or weeks,
months) to gather enough data from your organic
performance. Your data will look like this:

You might want to look at the searches which have a
poor ranking position and a good number of
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impressions. These are likely the best bets for you to go for.

Bing Webmaster Tools
The same thing is available in Bing Webmaster Tools.

Google Analytics Site Search
If your website has a search option like this, you can see what people searched for in your Analytics account.
Based on this data, you’ll be able to see how people search and what they need from you. Use this to
discover what problems your audience is trying to solve. When you’ve found these problems, tailor your ads
to help solve their problems!

If you don’t have a Google Analytics account, you can create one on the Analytics site. If you don’t see any
data in the Search Terms tab, make sure you’ve enabled the tracking of this data. There many other tools that
can be used, and some of them are free like the ones shown above. You can also use paid tools (like Moz
Keyword Explorer or SEMRush) and you can always get creative!
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But back to Anya’s Organics campaign. We’re using all these tools to fill in our keywords list. In the end, when
we've collected all search variations we’ll have something like this:

Detox
Juice

Juice
Cleanse

x Day
Juice
Cleanse

Organic
Juices

Organic
Soft
Drinks

Organic
Kombucha

Pressed
Juice

Negatives

cold
pressed
detox
juice

cold
pressed
juice
cleanse

2 day juice
cleanse

cold
pressed
organic
juices

cold
pressed
Soft Drinks

cold
pressed
Organic
Kombucha

Organic
pressed
juice

juicer

detox
juice
californi
a

juice
cleanse
californi
a

3 day juice
cleanse

Organic
juices
californi
a

Organic
Soft Drinks
california

Organic
Kombucha
california

Pressed
Juice
california

vipe

Organic
detox
juice

Organic
juice
cleanse

5 day juice
cleanse

Organic
juices
delivery

Organic
Soft Drinks
delivery

Organic
Kombucha
delivery

Pressed
Juice
detox

recipes

detox
juice
delivery

juice
cleanse
delivery
>

7 day juice
cleanse

Organic
juices
online

Organic
Soft Drinks
online

Organic
Kombucha
online

Pressed
Juice
delivery

whole
foods

detox
juice
online

juice
cleanse
online

2 day juice
detox

order
Organic
juices

order
Organic
Soft Drinks

order
Organic
Kombucha

Pressed
Juice
online

dispenser

order
detox
juice

order
juice
cleanse

3 day juice
detox

buy
Organic
juices

buy
Organic
Soft Drinks

buy
Organic
Kombucha

order
Pressed
Juice

jobs

buy
detox
juice

buy
juice
cleanse

5 day juice
detox

Best
Organic
juices

Best
Organic
Soft Drinks

Best
Organic
Kombucha

buy
Pressed
Juice

machine

Best
detox
juice

Best
juice
cleanse

7 day juice
detox

Best
Pressed
Juice

wine
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Chapter 4: Building A PPC Campaign
4.1 Setting your PPC goals
Welcome to the most important chapter in our guide: how to structure a PPC campaign.

We’ll start out by visiting with our imaginary client, Anya’s Organic Juices, and helping them nail down their
primary goal. Is it just more website traffic? Or is it sales? Do they have an app they want to download? Or is it
just brand awareness and increasing visibility?

The campaign will look very different depending upon the goal. It’ll target different keywords, use different
PPC channels, and there will be totally different types of metrics to watch.
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Anya’s Organics wants to increase visibility & branding as they expand their operations across the West
Coast, but most of all they want to increase sales from their new ecommerce store. Website traffic is a
secondary concern: it’s nice to see more visitors, but we want quality over quantity.

Because of this, we will use multiple strategies to target both goals: branding and sales. For branding, we’ll
use display campaigns & video campaigns. For sales, we’ll use a search campaign, a shopping campaign,
and some remarketing.

Before you start a campaign, make sure you have these questions answered:

●

What is my goal (why do I need PPC?)

●

What is my monthly budget (how much am I willing to spend to accomplish my goal?)

●

If my goal is sales, how much can I spend and still be profitable (cost per acquisition?)

●

Where does my target audience live?

●

What age & gender are my ideal audience?

●

What topics are my ideal audience interested in?

●

What is their economic demographic?

●

Does my product require a lot of research before purchase, or is it an impulse buy?

Only after you have answers to all of these questions can you start setting up your PPC campaign. If you do it
before you know these answers, you’ll incur a lot of expense and no revenue.

4.2 Choosing The Right PPC Channel
Different channels work for different niches. We’ve seen clients that spent $60,000 a month on Facebook
ads and got an ROI of 25%, but AdWords just wouldn’t work for them. We’ve seen other clients spend
$30,000 a month on AdWords with an ROI of 50%, but months of Facebook ads would just not bring any
sales.
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The main difference between these two clients was that the first had a low cost product that many people
would see on Facebook and purchase on impulse without researching. The second client had a high cost
product which people researched on Google for months before purchasing.

But in the end, even if only one channel works for you, it doesn’t mean you need to ignore the other. If Anya’s
Organics is doing amazingly on Google, but doesn’t have a presence on Facebook, the company might not
have a lot of trust. And trust is 99.99% of sales (that’s a made up number, but we’ll stake our reputation on it).

Test extensively. Patience is a virtue, since you shouldn’t expect too many sales at the beginning as you
spend to build your brand. Good upfront branding will pay back double in the end!

Start with Instagram if you’re selling fashion. Facebook if you’re selling funny t-shirts. AdWords if you’re
selling trips to luxury resorts in Africa. And don’t forget about Bing Ads if you’re targeting the US.

4.3 Campaigns For Brand Awareness & Visibility
Historically, branding has always been one of the most complicated types of campaigns to track. It takes a
longer time to show results and it’s difficult to associate specific results with the campaign. A branding
campaign will create awareness, and people will know your name, but it doesn’t necessarily bring you
immediate sales.

Display campaigns
When you create a new campaign,
AdWords allows you to choose the goal for
your campaign (we will choose brand
awareness and reach) and it guides you in
what settings you’ll need to pick in order to
be successful in this goal. To do this, go to
your AdWords Account > New Campaign >
Display.
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After you click continue, you’ll be given options to set which country you’re targeting, and what budget and
bidding strategy you’re using. When choosing bidding strategy, I recommend focusing on Conversions and
setting your bids manually.

Now, it's time to choose your audience! You have two options: either targeting users based upon their online
actions, or targeting specific websites based upon topics and keywords.

For a branding campaign, I recommend testing both options and determining which brings you better results.
To choose your audience, I suggest starting with a Custom Intent campaign. A Custom Intent audience
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allows you to make a list of keywords your perfect customer uses. Based upon this list, you’ll have an
audience that is actively researching using the keywords you picked.

If you’ve got a list of websites that use Google AdSense and have a high volume of traffic, you can create an
audience which only includes users visiting these websites. To do this, create your audience using Content
Targeting > Placements.

If you’d rather target users based on their interests and habits, you can create an Affinity Audience. This gives
us options for Anya’s Organics like “Green Living Enthusiasts” and “Heath & Fitness Buffs”.

Once your audience has been chosen, you can start creating your ads.

You’ll be given a choice between creating Responsive ads, uploading display ads, and copying existing ads
(if you have them). The difference between creating responsive ads and uploading your own is that for
responsive ads, you just need to upload one image in 2 sizes. You’ll also be able to add a title and
description. AdWords automatically adjusts the ad size, appearance, and format to fit available placements.
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If you choose to upload your own ads, you’ll
need to create images with text overlaid, for
each display format you want to appear for.
Click “see supported sizes and formats” for
specs.

Your ads need to be memorable but not too
pushy. You’re not trying to annoy your users!
Have a clear message, use short sentences,
and explain the top benefits of your service.

Video Ads
Video advertising (usually on YouTube) is an excellent strategy for affordably raising awareness about your
products. Setting up a YouTube campaign is easy. Go to your AdWords account > New Campaign > Video
and choose your campaign goal to be “Brand Awareness And Reach”.
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You can pick audiences the same way as the display campaign mentioned previously. You can additionally
select specific YouTube channels you want to appear on, or choose which topics and keywords you’d like to
appear for. Continue by choosing location, budgets, and bidding. For a video you bid per view (CPV) and on
average, bids cost a few cents.

For a branding ad, you’ll only be able to select in-stream video format ads. In-stream ads are the videos that
play before, during, and after another video. Users have the option to skip an ad after 5 seconds.
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Make sure your video has a single main call-to-action. Don’t forget that you’re targeting users who have no
idea who you are. Get their attention in the first 5 seconds (before they can skip). Don’t use too much noise or
annoyance: that’s not how you want to get their attention.

Search Campaigns
All search engines support search campaigns: ads which appear in the SERPs (search engine results page).
For branding campaigns, you don’t want to target highly specific keywords or phrases. Target users
searching for information and ideas: people who are still in the research phase rather than ready to purchase.

For Anya’s Organic Juices branding campaign, we’ll target users searching for “detox juice diet” and “benefits
of cold pressed juices” rather than users searching for “where to buy organic juices near me”.

Doing this will allow you to target a much broader audience. The CPC for general terms is usually cheaper, as
well. You’ll be the first brand they see during their research. Even if your audience is not ready to buy right
away, when they’re ready they’ll have you in mind and likely go directly to your website.

To get started, go to your AdWords account > New Campaign > Search.
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Your goal for a branding campaign is to get as much website traffic and visibility as possible.

When you create the campaign, make sure it’s Search campaign only. You don’t want to have your Search
and Display campaigns in the same place, so uncheck the box saying Display Network. It’s recommended to
keep them separate to analyze results and optimize campaigns based upon performance.

Now choose your targeted location, budget and bids. You don’t have to create your extensions now. Create
them later in the process: it will allow you to have more time to think about it.

If you want to target users located in a specific location, make sure this is selected.

I don’t recommend choosing “people who show interest in your targeted location” as this usually results in
poor quality traffic: Anya’s Organics doesn’t want to advertise juices for someone in Mongolia who has shown
interest in California, for example.

Now, all campaign settings have been created. For
a search campaign, you’ll have more ad groups.
You can create them right away, or do it later.
Remember the table we created in the keyword
research chapter? Use the column title as your ad
group title, and the phrases in the column as
keywords.
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Adding a plus in front of every word is the “broad match modifier” match type. This tells Google that you
want to appear for searches that contain each keyword in any order.

For +buy +organic +juices, we’ll appear for searches like “where I can buy organic juices” or “buy local organic
juices”.

And finally, in a later chapter we’ll talk more about how you can analyze your branding campaign’s
performance. But in short, one of the main ways to keep an eye out for success is through and increase in
brand searches, organic traffic, and direct traffic to your website.
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4.4 Campaigns For Increasing Sales
If you’re already in the market and your website/brand is trustworthy, you probably want to focus on making
sales. You should use a sales-focused strategy, rather than just branding.

Search campaign
When creating a sales-focused search campaign, you want to focus on searches that show an interest in
purchasing your product. Your campaign should be specific and well-structured.

The setup itself is similar to search campaigns for branding purpose, but you want to focus on conversion
and leads rather than website traffic. From the beginning you pick a different goal: sales if you have an
ecommerce website, or leads if you have a service-based site.
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Remember the branding campaign for Anya’s Organics? We wanted to target users searching for
educational info about cold pressed juice. Now, for their sales campaign, we want users searching for “buy
organic juices online” or “the best place to buy organic cold pressed juices”.

Make sure you have Analytics tracking all your leads/sales, and track all the phone calls both from ads and
from the website.

Shopping campaigns
Shopping campaigns show great results for ecommerce & retail websites. The primary benefit is that users
see the product images, price and description before clicking. This means you only pay for clicks from users
who know what to expect.

The limitation is that Shopping campaigns are not available in all countries. You can find the current updates
to the list here.

To create a Shopping campaign, create a product feed with all included info required to be eligible. The
fields you need to have depend on what type of product you’re advertising. You can find the list of all
Product Feed Specifications and the format of your data right here. Add this into a spreadsheet.
Your next step is creating a Google Merchant Center account. Add all your basic business information, verify
your URL and add all Tax & Shipping information.

After this, upload your spreadsheet in the Products tab >
Feeds > (+)New Feed. You can only choose one country and
one language per feed.
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After this, you’ll be able to see how many of your products have errors and what should be changed to fix it.
You can re-upload the document once it’s fixed.

This is how your nightmare might look like:
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There’s no easy way around this: it’s not an easy process. Some ecommerce software services like Shopify
help automate the process, allowing you to connect the website’s product database with your Merchant
account. The benefit of this is that your data is always updated.

Remarketing campaigns
Remarketing campaigns allow you to show your ads to defined audiences of users who’ve already visited
your site. You can seperate users based on their behavior (converters vs non-converters), for users that
visited a specific page on your site, are from a specific region, how many pages they visited, or time spent
reading your articles.

You’ll need to create your audience in Analytics. Your audience needs at least 100 unique users before it
starts running, or 1000 users for a video or search remarketing campaign.

First, allow Analytics to collect remarketing information in Settings > Tracking info > Data Collections. Make
sure Remarketing is on.

To create your audience, go to Settings > Audience Definition > Audiences

Make sure your AdWords account is linked to Analytics:
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Once you do that, you’ll have your first audience created: All Users.

As your AdWords is already linked to your Analytics account, your Audience will be imported so you’ll be
able to find it easily within your account.

The All Users audience is useful if you have a new campaign, with no sales and an amount of users less than
100. Otherwise, you want to create an audience that excludes those who already purchased from you.
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It’s very annoying when you already purchased from a brand, but the ads continue following you. To avoid
users being annoyed, and spending your budget needlessly, create a new audience that excludes
converters:

Go to +New Audience

Either create a custom audience or pick from existing options. Creating a new audience will give you more
choices.
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You can see all your filters now. To create an audience that excludes all conversions, go to Conditions and
exclude users with more than one transaction or more than one goal completion:

Now, name your audience and it’s ready to be used!

There are 4 campaign types you can use your remarketing list in:

●

Display Remarketing

●

Dynamic Remarketing

●

Video Remarketing

●

Remarketing Lists for Search Ads (RLSA)

Each of these campaign types allows you to connect with your previous customers. The benefit is that you
can personalize your message based on user behavior.

To create Display Remarketing, you (obviously) need to create a display campaign. The process is the same
as creating a branding display campaign. The difference is in the audience. This time you choose your goal to
be either Sales or Leads:
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Choose your audience as remarketing:

You’ll see a list of all remarketing audiences that
you’ve created in your Analytics account. Choose
the one you need. If you have multiple audiences
with different audiences, create an ad group for
each of them. This will allow you to personalize
your ads and messages. When creating ads,
remember that the users you’re targeting are
already familiar with your service. Don’t be
salesy: try to be creative and personal.

A Dynamic Remarketing campaign allows you to create display ads showing the exact product the user saw
on your website. It will include a title and a description.

To create one of these, you’ll need a product or service feed. If you’re a retailer, you’ll need to use your
product feed from Google Merchant Center (the same one you’re using for a Shopping campaign). Follow the
steps of creating a simple display remarketing campaign. Below the Budget tab, you’ll see additional
settings:
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Open it, look for dynamic ads, and check the box that says “Use a data feed for personalized ads”. If you don’t
have your feed already uploaded to AdWords, just choose your business type:

If you do have your feed ready to go, you’ll be asked to select it:

Then, in the Audiences tab, choose a remarketing list (I suggest creating a list with all users except those that
already converted).

Now we need to create our ads. The process is the same as creating normal display ads, except now we’ll be
able to preview the products from our feed. If you’re products are not shown yet, don’t worry. Sometimes it
takes a while for Google to crawl all your images in Merchant Center.
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Video Remarketing

To be able to create a video remarketing list, you’ll need to have at least 1000 users in it. Just create a normal
video campaign, and choose the audience from one you created in Analytics (with over 1000 users).

Remarketing Lists for Search Ads (RLSA)

This one is an addition to a simple search campaign. It lets you personalize the ads and bids for those who’ve
already visited your website while searching on Google.

Let’s say someone visited Anya’s Organics but didn’t purchase anything. Here, we’ll choose that as your
visitor continues their research you’ll bid 2x your normal bid to make sure you’re always on top of all their
search results.

To add this list to your search campaign, go to the search campaign to change > Audiences > the pen!
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Either add the audience to target only those users, or choose the audience for observation.

If you choose “Targeting” it allows you to show ads to your remarketing audience ONLY. So you can
personalize all the messaging with the idea that they’ve already visited your site, and maybe try sending
them to a different landing page.

If you choose Observation, you’ll still be
able to adjust your ads and bids based on
the audience, but the campaign will
include all users searching for your search
terms. And, same as for video ads, you
need at least 1000 unique users in your
audience before you can start the
campaign.
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4.5 Campaign structure and naming
Now that we know which campaigns we need, and how to set them up, we need to think more about our
account structure. It’s important to do it correctly, since the more organized the campaign the better we’ll be
able to optimize later on.

While doing keyword research, we’ve already completed half of the job!

First, we decide what type of campaign we want to start with. For Anya’s Organic Juices we want to have a
Shopping campaign, Search campaign and a Dynamic remarketing campaign. We want to keep them all
separated. Each will have a separate budget.

If you target different regions and maybe have different budgets for each, you might want to have 2 of each
campaign: Shopping Campaign CAD and Shopping Campaign USA, for example.

Also, if we want to create a campaign with brand searches only (for searches like anya’s organic juices) you
want to separate it from the main search campaign. The reason is that a brand campaign will always be 10x
more successful compared to non-brand campaigns. For the simple fact that if someone searches directly
for your brand name they’re already much more likely to convert compared to a general researcher.

If you’ve got a product that you want to gain more attention, with a separate budget, you also want a
separate campaign. Let’s use Kombucha as an example.

Ok, so, now we have 5 final campaigns:

●

Shopping Campaign

●

Dynamic Remarketing Campaign

●

Brand - Search

●

Kombucha - Search

●

Organic Juice - Search
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As shown in the example above, their names should be short and clear. It’s like creating product category on
your website. Never use names that are too generic like “Campaign 1” or it will be a nightmare to remember
which campaign does what. Now that we have them, we need to name our ad groups. When we did our
exercise in the Keywords Research campaign we already did that. So our final version will be close to this:

●
●
●
●
●

Shopping Campaign
○ Shopping Ads
Dynamic Remarketing Campaign
○ Dynamic Remarketing Ads
Brand - Search
○ Anya’s Organic
Kombucha - Search
○ Kombucha
Organic Juice - Search
○ Juice Cleanse
○ Detox Juice
○ x Day Juice Cleanse
○ Organic Juices
○ Organic Soft Drinks
○ Pressed Juice

The ad group name should represent the keywords targeted within it. In the “Pressed Juice” ad groups you
want only keywords containing the words pressed and juice, like +buy +organic +pressed +juice or +pressed
+juice +delivery.

Beside helping you track everything better, it will also help improve your Quality Score and relevancy. In the
end, the better your campaign is organized, the less you’ll pay for your clicks and the higher your revenue
will be.

4.6 Ads & Extensions Creation
The ad itself is very important as this is the first thing the user sees before interacting with you. Whether
we’re talking about social media ads, search, or display, all ads should follow the same rules. One of them is:
be respectful to the users. Have nice visuals, clear message, good grammar, quality images and a clear
call-to-action.
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You’d think it goes without saying, but just remember the ads from 7 years ago. Some advertisers are still
trying to use those old techniques, but thankfully they’re now forbidden on most advertising platforms.

You can find all AdWords editorial rules here. But in short, your ads can be disapproved for:
●

Poor splling or gramar

●

!!!Too many exclamation points!!!

●

WORDS WRITTEN IN CAPS

●

CLICK HERE

●

No emojis :(

●

youcannotdothiseither

To write great ads:

1.

Include your main features and benefits. What makes you better than your competitor? Do you have
anything unique that you provide? What problems does your service help with? What does your
customer gain by choosing you?

2.

Add a call to action (CTA). What is the final action you want your users to take when they land on
your website? We’ll choose something like “Get 100% Organic Juice” or maybe “Detox Your Body
With Cold Pressed Juices”. The last one is both a benefit and a CTA. You want to be smart about your
message as you’re limited by the number of characters you are allowed to use.

3.

Avoid repetition! Sometimes, when you don’t have any inspiration (or maybe your products don’t
really have that many special benefit) it might be hard to come up with great copy. We often see ads
that say the same thing in the title, description and extensions. And I’m telling you, it looks bad! You’re
already limited by the number of characters, so don’t waste this space. If you have a special offer, use
it in the ad! Either it’s “Free Shipping” or “10% Off The First Order”. Let people know even before they
go to your website.

4.

A/B test! There is no single ad structure that works the best for everyone. You have to keep testing
different ads and see how they perform. All ad groups should have at least 2-3 ads with slightly
different messaging. Once you get around 100 clicks, see how different the performance for each of
them is.
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5.

Find which one has a better CTR (click-through-rate). Look at conversion rate. Which ad gave you
move leads? There are ads that have a very high CTR but users aren’t necessarily the same quality as
another with lower CTR.

6.

In the ads, use the wording your audience uses to search for your service. Looking at your search
terms report, you might see that Anya’s Organics users like the phrase “Best Organic Remedy
Kombucha” so why not use it as your title?

As an example, this can be our ad 1 (the actual ad text is in the highlighted area)

And ad 2 can be this:

Ad extensions
As you can see in the example above, the actual ad text is just a half of the job (or even less). To make your
ad stand out and have more visibility you need to create ad extensions. There are a total of 10 types of
extensions:

Sitelink extension - Show additional links from your website
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Callout extension - Add some additional benefits of your products
Structured snippet extension - Add some specifics of your products (brand names, destinations)

Call extension - Your phone number

Message extension - Let people text you directly from the ad
Location extension - Shows you business info (address, working hours)
Affiliate location extension - Show affiliate location
Price extension - Show prices of your products and services

App extension - Add a link to your app
Promotion extension - Use it for special offers
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4.7 Keywords Match Types
Keywords Match Types help control which searches your ads will appear for. It tells Google how flexible your
want to be.

A keyword is the word you choose to target in your AdWords account. A search term is the exact words
or phrases the customer enters while searching on a search engine. These are different: don’t confuse
them!

There are 5 main types of keywords.

Broad match
Ads will show for for synonyms, misspellings, and related searches. So, if your keyword is organic juices, your
ads could show for buy cold pressed juices. Symbol: no symbols added
Broad match modifier
These ads will show only for searches that include your keywords (or close variations, no matter in what
order. So, if your keyword is +organic +juice +delivery, your ads will appear for the search term home delivery
organic juice. Symbol: Plus sign, for example +keyword
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Phrase match
These ads will show only for searches that match a phrase (or close variations). It might have words before
and after the phrase you target. So, if your keyword is “detox juice delivery” your ads will appear for searches
like best detox juice delivery california. Symbol: “keyword”
Exact match
Ads will show on searches with the exact words or phrases you’re targeting (or close variations). So if your
keyword is [buy organic juice], your ad will appear for someone searching for buy organic juices. Symbol:
[keyword]

Negative match
Ads will show on searches that don’t include negative keywords. If you sell organic juice, but you don’t do
wholesale orders, you’ll add the keyword -wholesale as a negative, and if someone searches for wholesale
organic juices, your ads won’t show up. Symbol: -keyword
Because broad match keywords don’t give you much control over which searches you appear for, we
usually don't recommend using them. Use only when you have very low search volume or very limited
niche.

Some other notes:

●

There is no need to add keywords in both lower case and upper case. For AdWords, +Organic +Juice
keyword is the same as +organic +juice.

●

Your keywords cannot contain symbols like: % ! @*.

●

If you’re adding keywords for a display campaign, they’ll be seen as broad match only.

●

Close variations include misspellings, singular forms, plural forms, acronyms, stemmings,
abbreviations, and accents.

●

You can learn more at Google's site.
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4.8 Budgets & Bidding
Bidding:
As we know, online advertising works on the principle that you pay when someone clicks on your ad
(pay-per-click) and this is based on an auction. Let’s say that five companies want to appear for the search
term “organic juices delivery”. Each will bid on this keyword. A bid is the maximum amount you are willing to
pay for that click. Whoever pays more gets a higher position. The higher position you have on a search
engine, the more people will see your ad.

The decision on how much you want to spend for a click is NOT totally up to you. The reason is that your
competitors are already there, and have set an average of how much it costs to be on top of the search
results.

Your cost per click should be competitive, in order for people to see your ads.

While doing keyword research you can usually get an idea of how much a click should cost for your
keywords. For both AdWords and Bing, you can do it from the Keywords Planner.

This number will not be our final bid, but gives an idea of where to start and what to expect.

As our CPC is different based on the bids of our competitors, in the exact moment someone searches our
CPC will vary as well.

We can have different strategies for our bidding strategy. We can pick between:
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●

Manually bidding per ad group or even per keywords, based on their importance to us. It can take
more time to analyse each keyword’s performance and choose the best bids for each, but the effort
can save us a lot of money.

●

Or we can go with automated bidding strategies developed by the search engine’s software. The
benefits are that you won’t need to choose your bids. The downside is that you won’t be able to
control your CPC and, based on our experience, a click that should cost $2 can turn into $15. You can
still chose the maximum you want to pay, or you can choose how much you want to pay for
conversion. But, we don’t suggest it. Use it only if you have a large amount of campaigns and you
don’t have someone to look at the performance regularly.

If you decide to use manual bidding strategy, you can add an option to add a bid adjustment based on
device, location, audience, demographics and even household income (for US only).

If you’ve decided that you want to bid
higher for users that have already
visited your website, you can import
your audience from Analytics (as we
previously discussed in the
remarketing section) and add a bid
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adjustment of +30% to make sure that you appear on top for all users that are already familiar with your
business.

Also, if you are targeting a bigger country like the US, some areas might be more competitive than others.
With the same bid, you might be the first position in Arkansas, but only the fourth for California. In this case
you add bid adjustment to make sure you have a good position even in more competitive areas.

Don’t forget that when you set up a new campaign, you assume which bidding strategy and which CPC is the
best for you, but you never know for sure. Once the campaign has some clicks, make sure you update and
optimize based on performance, conversion rate and average position.

Also, don’t forget that you can lower your CPC by having a high Quality Score. The better the user experience
is and the more closely targeted your campaign is, the lower your CPC will be.
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Monthly Budgets
Now that we know the approximate cost per click, we’ll need to decide our monthly budget.

Let’s say that Anya’s Organics estimated CPC is $2.50. We must calculate the amount we can spend in order
for a sale to be profitable.

If your average revenue per conversion is $100, but your built-in overhead (besides advertising expenses) is
$40. Your margin = revenue-expenses, or $60.

Now that we know the margin, we know how much we can spend on advertising per order. If our average
CPC is $2.50, we need to make a sale every 24 clicks to break even (24*2.50=60). However, Anya’s Organics
wants to turn a profit (don’t we all?) so they decide they need to make a sale every 20 clicks (for a $10 profit
per sale).

So we want to spend a maximum of $50 on advertising per sale. This might not happen right away as it’s a
competitive niche. So we’ll need to test the campaign, see what works best, and then work on getting the
desired cost per conversion.

It’s also essential to understand our desired conversion rate. To calculate it, divide conversions by the
number of interactions with your ad. To get a sale every 20 clicks we need a conversion rate of 5%.

In the end, you will also want to know your ROI. Calculate this with the formula below:

ROI = (Revenue - Total Cost) / Total Cost
In our case that would be ($100 -($40+50)/ (40+50) *100% = 10/90*100% = 11.1%
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In the equation below we have:

Our initial number:
Revenue per order = $100
Expenses = $40
Margin = $60
Our desired advertising results:
Advertising expenses = $50
Profit = $10
Conversion rate = 5%
ROI = 11.1%

How many sales a month do you want to get? Say you want to start with 10 sales per month. If your cost per
sale is around $50, your monthly budget should be $50 *10 = $500/mo.

Next? How to convert users once they're on your site!
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Chapter 5: Conversion Optimization & UI/UX
One of the most important things to understand about creating a profitable PPC campaign is that success
doesn't just depend on the campaign. There are a lot of factors in play. One of the most crucial is knowing
how to convert visitors once they visit your site.

You can have the best AdWords campaign in the world, but if your site sucks, you won't make any profit.

We'll take a brief look at various aspects of your website which need to be addressed in order to see great
results from PPC.

5.1 Landing pages
If you’ve spent any amount of time in the online marketing world, you’ve doubtless heard a lot about landing
pages. But don’t believe everything you read online. One of the most common myths, usually perpetuated
by inbound marketing companies & landing page generators, is that you need to have a separate page for
each targeted keyword in order to get high engagement and sales. Some people even tell you to create new
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websites with new domains. But this is an outdated strategy and won’t help your sales. Why? Because
Google calls these Doorway pages and they are against Google’s policies.
In the world of inbound marketing, a
landing page is created for a singular
purpose: gaining a conversion. There is
usually a simple, clear CTA (call-to-action)
which directs users to an action like
downloading something or submitting a
form. These pages are usually ridiculous.
They’re not made to add value for users.
The only purpose is to create a
high-pressure sales environment that encourages the user to BUY NOW a thousand times. This
funnel-loading tactic discourages careful research, and tries to prevent users from leaving to find some other
better product. Often, they’ll even use mouseover scripts to sense when a user is leaving a page, and then
flash a last-minute popup to try to retain a user.

Not all landing pages are evil, of course. But the best landing pages are the ones that aren’t there to sell, but
to create a good experience for the audience. Google prioritizes pages that provide real value to a user:
either by being educational, entertaining, informative, or useful in some manner.

A landing page, also known as a destination page, is the page through which the user enters your website. As
simple as that. You can even see all the landing pages in a Google Analytics report: just go to Behaviour >
Site Content > Landing Pages

It’s an important part of your campaign because

●

It’s the second thing the user sees after he clicks on the ad. The user will decide if he trusts you
within the first 2 seconds he lands on the page. The initial first impression will determine in his mind if
you’re professional and if he’s ready to work with you and buy your services or products.

●

The landing page experience is part of Quality Score (for channels like Google AdWords). This means
that the higher the score is, the lower your CPC (cost-per-click) will be. A good landing page
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experience is directly correlated with how useful & relevant the user finds the page (some of the
metrics to look at are bounce rate and average session duration).

So what makes a successful landing page?

●

Good design

●

Fast load speed

●

Mobile-friendly responsive HTML

●

Easy-to-read and informative content

●

Nice pictures (professional quality)

●

An easy way of buying or signing up for something

The more you care about good design and good content, the lower your marketing costs will be...and as a
bonus, you’ll have a higher conversion rate.

For one of our clients, we A/B tested their existing homepage design with a new & improved design. You can
read more about it at our case study: How We Improved Homepage Conversions by 28.6% through A/B
Testing. The results were amazing. In just 2 weeks the following metrics were improved:

●

The conversion rate for the new home page was 28.6% higher than the old one

●

The bounce rate was 19.8% lower

●

Time on page was 6% higher

●

Users were 15.4% more likely to click on the CTA (call-to-action) on the top banner

So what makes a good design?
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5.2 Friendly Design and Interface
Good design is essential for your website. Good design is not subjective: there are clear factors that go into a
good vs. bad design. It’s not enough to just use a modern template. A great website requires all aspects of
design to work together in a cohesive manner.

Clean, simple layout. Minimalism isn’t just a fad. It’s an intentional design choice that removes the distractions
of a cluttered design in order to place an emphasis on the most important parts. Using appropriate amounts
of negative space is not a waste: by isolating the most important elements, you’re drawing the eye of the
user where the most important content is. Make it simple for the user to understand where they need to click
next. Offering a dozen options isn’t good: it’s better to have one or two buttons.

Consistent branding & color choice. Every part of your website should look like it belongs to your brand. That
means using the same font, colors, styling, and design language throughout the entire site. If your company
already has an established branding guide, you can use this consistently throughout your site. If not, spend
some time developing your “look & feel”. Look and feel is one of the most underrated aspects of a brand.
While many are quick to dismiss it as trivial, it’s an unavoidable part of the success of a website. A website
that even looks a couple years old and has an outdated feel has already lost a level of trust within the first
few seconds of the user visiting the page.

Voice & messaging. What attitude does your brand have? Whether it’s playful, formal, professional, funny, or
sarcastic is up to you. But it needs to be consistent, and this shows in things like your call-to-actions, page
headings, content, colors, and design. For example, if you’re a medical consultant, you probably don’t want
to have a sarcastic tone. You want to convey utmost trust and professionalism, so you pick strong colors like
blue and white, you write clear and formal English, you avoid using too many exclamation points, and choose
professional photography. However, if you’re a skateboard shop, choosing the formal tone of the medical
consultant would be a disaster. You can be irreverent, sarcastic, and edgy. Choose black and red colors,
grungy fonts, abstract street photography, and use all the slang you want.

Photography. Professional photography is essential for the most engaging websites. Just using a
24-megapixel camera doesn’t make your photography good: make sure that you’ve got a high level of
quality throughout your images. Composition, lighting, clarity, and presentation is of the utmost importance.
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5.3 Conversion Optimization
Conversion optimization could have an entire chapter to itself, but it can essentially be boiled down into one
simple statement: make it easy.

Everything should be easy and effortless for the customer. Easy to learn about the product, easy to
navigate, easy to convert, easy to pay.

Essentially, the more steps you add in between the user first seeing your ad and your final conversion goal,
the less likely the user will be to follow through. So keep it simple. Here are some tips to keep in mind:

1.

Make the call-to-action prominent and clear

2.

Show plenty of information and images about your product

3.

Make sure your benefits are clearly shown (free shipping, guarantees,
etc)

4.

Make your conversion goal easy to see (simple, straightforward buttons
or forms)

5.

Offer multiple payment methods (both credit cards and PayPal, for
example)

6.

Make sure your site is very fast.

7.

Make sure your site works on all devices.

Does site speed affect conversion? The answer: absolutely. Approximately every additional second that a site
takes to load can result in up to a 7% reduction in conversions. Numbers vary widely according to your niche
and your platform, but you should aim for a page load speed of under 2 seconds.

Walmart decided their site wasn’t fast enough. They found out that for every 1 second of improvement
they experienced up to 2% increase in conversions. For every 100 ms of improvement, they grew
incremental revenue by up to 1%.¹
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Chapter 6: Management & Optimization
6.1 How does ongoing optimization make a difference?
We have our campaign ready to go. Congrats! But it’s not
over yet. The most important part of the job starts now.

When we create a campaign, we create the foundation.
This foundation is based on our research, on our ideas of
how people search, and hopefully on some existing data
(which isn't always available with new websites). We don’t
know exactly what will work and give us sales. So where
do we start?

We get this question a lot. And it’s not an easy answer.
There is no way that anyone has a perfect campaign the
first day after setup, or even the first week! Once you have
a running campaign, patience is a virtue. It might be a few
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days or a few months after the campaign starts (based on volume & budget) to gather enough data to get a
cursory idea of how the campaign is performing.

How to keep your campaign optimized:

1.

Find the average cost-per-click for keywords. But since you don’t know what bidding strategy your
competitors use, you’ll need to adjust bidding based upon how much competition there is, and the
average position you want to maintain.

2.

Targeted keywords have been set up, but as we’ve learned, keywords are not search terms. You must
constantly monitor the search term report. See which terms you appear for, which aren't correct (add
these as negative keywords), and determine which you want to target more specifically. Once you
find these, add them as a keyword. You can now adjust bids for it and track separately from others.

3.

At the beginning, you set up 2-3 ads to test wording variations. Once you gather data, see which have
better CTR (click-through-rate) and better conversion rates. Pause the ones that perform poorly, and
create new variations to get even better performance. Find specific phrases searchers use. Use these
in the ad text.

4.

Looking at the keyword view, track your Quality Score. A score of 7-10 means users find your ads
relevant to the keywords, and they find your landing page useful. If you have a low Quality Score, see
what's missing.
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5.

If ad relevance is bringing your average down, try updating your ad wording. Make sure it’s highly
relevant to the keywords you’re targeting. If you’re targeting users searching for Kombucha, you
don't want to ads to say Best Organic Juices sending traffic to a general page. You want these users
to see an ad saying Best Organic Kombucha which sends them to Kombucha drink page.

6.

We’ll talk more about how to use Google Analytics in the next chapter. But a valuable Analytics
feature for optimization is tracking user engagement.

7.

Compare bounce rate, time on page, and pages per session with the other channels that bring traffic
to your site (like organic search, social, or direct traffic). Compare between all campaigns & ad
groups. Do users searching for Juice Cleanse have a higher engagement compared to those that
searched for Pressed Juices?
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8.

Check your performance per device. Do users that came from a mobile device have a better
conversion rate, CTR or engagement? Or does desktop perform better?

9.

While targeting mobile, make sure your website is easy to use from a mobile device. Is it easy to read
and easy to purchase? If desktop has a higher conversion rate, maybe you need to add a bid
adjustment for it, or perhaps you want to lower mobile bids by 15%? While optimizing the campaign,
asking yourself questions is the best you can do!

If the website is just not that great, you might want to work on improving the look, usability or wording.
Even the best campaign can't help a crappy website.

If that’s the case, see if there is something different in your offer, ads or anything else which might need to be
changed. See what the competitors offer for these products. Do they have a better offer for Pressed Juices
compared to you? Or is it something else?

6.2 Multi-channel attribution
A sale doesn’t usually happen through a single click. No one sees your ad once and decides right away they
want to buy from you. The internet makes it easy for us to research, read reviews and see multiple options
before anyone decides that they want to purchase from you.

Before you decide if a campaign is performing well or if a specific channel is bringing you good results, you
have to look at the user's journey.

Let’s say you have a very high conversion rate for your brand campaign. Are these only users that know you
from somewhere else, and they just Googled your name right away? Or did they research you for a week or
two before they finally decide they trust your brand?
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Maybe they searched for “where to buy kombucha”. They checked your website along with some
competitors. Then they decided to narrow down their search for “organic kombucha”. They find you
organically, then later they Google your brand name directly, click on the ad and purchase! And yes, that’s
the actual path someone used to make 2 purchases.

Should all the credit go to the brand search, because it was the term they searched before purchasing? No,
because if they wouldn't see your ad for “where to buy kombucha”in the first place, they might never have
found your website and wouldn’t consider buying from you.

You can see this data in both AdWords and Analytics. We’ll talk more about this in the next chapter. But for
AdWords, you can find the report here:

And here in Analytics:
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Online advertising has an amazing benefit compared to traditional media. It allows you to see everything. We
should take advantage of this feature, and gather as much as data as we’re allowed to before making
advertising decisions. We'll learn more about analyzing data in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7: Measuring PPC Results
7.1 Analyzing Your PPC Performance
Analytics is one of the most crucial parts of your campaign’s performance. If you don’t track your results and
adjust your campaigns based on data, you are going to waste so much money it’s not even funny. It’s a lot to
talk about here (we could write a whole book explaining how to measure things) so we’ll try to be short and
to the point.

To make sure you analyze your data correctly, there are a few tools you should use that will help with your
data-driven decisions. But the main one to start with is Google Analytics.

Google Analytics is a web analytics tool created by Google that allows you to track your website traffic. It’s
the most commonly used web analytics tool out there, and you can use it for free. Analytics is a very
important tool, but underused by the majority of businesses.

It allows you to:

●

See your website traffic in real time (Reports > Real Time)
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●

See more details about your audience. See things like: demographics, interests, geo location, the
device and browser they use and more (Reports > Audience)

●

You can also track user engagement, which gives you a grasp of the quality of the traffic you’re
getting. (Reports > Audience)

●
Analyze your AdWords performance per campaign, search queries, destination URLs and more.
(Reports > Acquisition > AdWords)
●

You can also link your search console to Analytics and see data about your organic traffic. (Reports >
Acquisition > Search Console)

●

Analyze user behavior on your website. Here you can see info about site speed, see searches that
happened on the website, see all the events you are tracking and the performance for each of your
pages. (Reports > Behaviour)

●

See which channels are sending you traffic. (Reports >
Acquisition)

●

You can create your own, customized reports and create
something that shows only the data you need. (Customisation >
Custom Reports)

●

And last, but not least, you can see all of your conversion data.
If you have an ecommerce website, you can see which
products sold, order value and other info about user shopping
behaviour. (Reports > Conversions > E-commerce > Shopping Behaviour)
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Traffic from Social Media, Bing Ads or Email campaigns:
If you are advertising via social media, email marketing or any other channels where you want to track your
campaign separately from organic (unpaid) traffic, make sure you add UTM tracking. UTM tracking is a code
added at the end of links that give Analytics more information about your campaigns. You can use the URL
Builder to create it. The final URL you’ll use in your campaign will look something like this:
https://www.anyasorganic.com/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=organic_juice_pro
mo.

It will tell Analytics that the traffic is coming from a Facebook campaign (utm_source=facebook), it’s from a
paid campaign (utm_medium=cpc) and your campaign is about a special promotion you have for organic juice
(utm_campaign=organic_juice_promo).

To see this data in Analytics go to Reports > Acquisition > All Traffic > Source/Medium. Or if you want to
compare the performance between campaigns just go to Reports > Acquisition > Campaigns > All
Campaigns.

For Bing Ads, you can automate this process. Just make sure you enable Destination URL auto-tagging.
A few other tools you should consider:
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●

Hotjar - an analytics tool that allows you to record visitors on your website, create heatmaps and
more. It allows you to see first hand what the user is doing on the website, see if they have any
struggles finding the info they need, and see how they scroll, click and spend their time.

●

Google Optimize - will help you test your website. You can send half of your users to see one
variation of your page, and the other half a different one (also known as A/B testing) and see which
one has a better performance and higher conversion rate.

●

Google AdWords - don’t forget that AdWords has a very good Reports section that allows you to
create custom reports and analyse data.

●

Google Data Studio - allows you to turn your data into nice-looking reports and dashboards that are
easy to read, share and customize.

The internet is full of different
tools you can use for your
analytics, but the ones above
should be your first choice
when you are just starting.
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7.2 Conversion Tracking
You cannot make data-driven decisions if you cannot associate a conversion (sale, lead, sign-up etc) with a
specific channel or campaign. There are 3 main ways in Google Analytics that help you do this.

1.

Goal tracking. If you have a
confirmation page that the user lands
on after he submits (also known as a
“thank-you” page) you can set up a
destination goal and track all the users
that have gotten to it.

2.

Event tracking. If you care about form
submits, or any other type of button clicks that don’t redirect to a thank-you page, you need to set up
event tracking. It will allow you to track specific button clicks, video plays and more.

3.

Ecommerce Tracking. If you are an ecommerce website, you might want to track all orders and have
the order value shown to you. The implementation requires more code, but the results will be
amazing. You’ll be able to see analytics data in this format:

7.3 What Metrics Do You Measure With PPC?
Once you have Google Analytics set up and your conversion tracking is working, it’s time to see how your
campaigns are performing. But what should you actually look at to understand if it works?
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User engagement & behaviour
It’s hard to have predetermined numbers which you need to see in your website engagement, as it’s unique
to your niche and type of content.

Analytics does a good job showing you some Benchmarking based on your type of business. You can see
them in Reports > Audience > Benchmarking. It will look something like this:

The main metrics to look at would be: time on page (how long visitors stay on your website), bounce rate (the
percentage of single-page sessions in which there was no interaction on the page) and pages/session
(average time of pages viewed during a session).

Look at it from a common sense point of view. You want average session duration to be at least a minute and
you want to have a very low bounce rate.

Compare the results between the channels. If your organic traffic has a higher engagement rate, check the
search queries. Maybe it’s because all organic traffic is coming from brand searches? Analyze the
engagement between your pages. Maybe it’s one page that brings the average down. See what can be fixed
- or maybe that page is not highly targeted to your campaigns? A/B test and see if it makes a difference.
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If your average time on page is 10 seconds, and your bounce rate is over 90%, something is not working well.
Maybe it’s not the page, but the traffic you send to it. Check your targeting within your campaign and analyze
your search terms. Is the audience you’re targeting right for your service? With a poorly set up campaign this
happens often!

Conversion rates and transaction value
Great engagement is always a good sign. But is it directly correlated with your sales? Great engagement
doesn’t always mean good return on investment.

Analytics gives you data on how much you’ve spent and how much you’ve gotten back. If you’re tracking
events and goals you need to know how much each of them is worth to you...and do the math from there. If
you have ecommerce tracking, Analytics will tell you how much money you’ve made.

A good conversion rate can be anywhere between 1% (for high value products) and 7-10% (for smaller sales,
form submissions or calls).

Same as with engagement, check your conversion rate between campaigns and channels. Don’t just look at
the averages. See which campaigns give you the highest revenue, which landing pages perform better and
keep testing if you see lower performance for some of them.

ROI, ROAS and Cost Data
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After that, we need to calculate your Return On Investment (ROI), the formula is this:

Or, you can use our ROI Calculator to do it for you.
So if you spent $1,000 on your campaigns in one month, generated a revenue of $5,000, with an overhead
cost of $2.000, then your return would be (5000 - (1000 + 2000)/(1000+2000) *100%= 2000/3000*100% = 66.67%.
This means that for every $1 of total cost, you get $1.66 in profit.

If you want to calculate just your Return On Advertising Spending (ROAS) without overhead cost the formula
is:

ROAS = Total Revenue from Ads / Total Ad Cost

So if you spent $1,000 on your campaigns in one month, generated a revenue of $5,000, then your return
would be $5000/$1000 *100%= 500%. That means that for every $1 spend on ads, you get $5!
Analytics already calculates ROAS for you. As you have AdWords data automatically imported you can go to:
Reports > Acquisition > Campaigns > Cost Analysis and see this:

If you want to see other channel’s cost data in Analytics, like Bing or Facebook, you’ll have to import your
costs. You can find how to do that here.

7.4 Attribution Models
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If you’re using multiple channels to advertise, once you have conversion tracking setup, you want to make
sure that you understand your user’s journey before they become a lead or make an order. You can learn so
much from it!

To do this, in Analytics, go to the left column, go to Conversions > Multi-Channel Funnels > Top Conversions
Paths. As “Primary Dimension” choose “Source/Medium Path” and you’ll see something like this:

TIP: If one of your payment methods is PayPal, you’ll be seeing that sales are coming from
paypal/referral, and you might not know which channel to attribute it to. The report above is the only
way to see which channel users used before they went to PayPal.

You can also see this data in Google AdWords. It shows you results based on different attribution models (for
AdWords traffic only). Use this report to compare 2 different attribution models side-by-side. It’s more
advanced analytics, but I’m sure you can figure it out!
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Once you’re here, go to Attribution Modeling. There are five ways you can look at your data:

●

Last Click - gives all credit for the conversion to the last-clicked ad and corresponding keyword.

●

First Click - gives all credit for the conversion to the first-clicked ad and corresponding keyword.

●

Linear - distributes the credit for the conversion equally across all clicks on the path.

●

Time Decay - gives more credit to clicks that happened closer in time to the conversion. Credit is
distributed using a 7-day half-life.

●

Position-based - gives 40% of credit to both the first- and last-clicked ads and corresponding
keyword, with the remaining 20% spread out across the other clicks on the path.

You can find more about it here.

7.5 Testing for PPC
At this point, you should be able to set up a successful campaign and be able to analyze and optimize it to
get the most out of it. Congrats! The purpose of this short section is to remind you to never stop testing.
That’s the only way to be successful

●

Test your keywords to see which give you the most targeted user traffic

●

Test your landing pages to see which are more relevant to the user’s search

●

Test your ads to see which message gets a higher CTR (click-through-rate) and a better Quality
Score
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●

Test your messaging, wording, colors and offers.

Keep analyzing:

●

Search terms used to get to your website

●

Channels that bring you traffic

●

User engagement based on the channels and campaigns

●

Conversion rates and ROI to see how profitable your campaign is

Anddd....that’s it for now! Please let us know if there is any info we’ve missed or anything else you’d like to
learn about. Use our contact page to give us your feedback and let us know how useful it was! We care
about your experience.

Kind regards,
Anya & Gil!
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Chapter 8: Resources For PPC Management
Helpful Links & Resources For Further Use
We've compiled a list of the most valuable resources for learning more about PPC. The Beginner's Guide To
PPC is not meant as an exhaustive, end-all destination which transforms you into the world's best PPC
specialist. It's meant to give you a solid foundation and understanding of PPC strategies. There is more to be
learned!

Google Best Practices - Google’s closest answer to a guide. This will provide helpful information if you’re
looking for specific insight into how to use AdWords.
Academy For Ads - Google’s new home for certifications and study guides. It's worth going through their
Fundamentals course, a few others, and getting certified.
Answer The Public - Answer The Public is a great keyword exploration tool which helps find similar terms,
phrases, and semantic possibilities for your keywords.
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12 Keyword Research Tools - The Next Web - A good listing of tools, both free and paid, to use for your
research. Article published on The Next Web.

Infinite People Also Ask Boxes - Moz.com - Try using Google's infinite "people also ask" boxes for more
keyword ideas. Useful article on the Moz blog.
Where Searches Happen On The Web - SparkToro - Information from SparkToro (from studies by Jumpshot)
with helpful info about search market share trends.
Things you should know about Ads Quality - Help article from Google explaining what affects your ad's
quality. Useful for troubleshooting low QS.
Search Engine Statistics 2018 - Smart Insights - Interesting article about current search stats.
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